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"Soft HindutvcC* n o use: It h a s t o be a fight t o finish
t h e Enemy or total surrender t o Brahminism
The horror picture of the pig-rearing jati (Lodha) sanyasin
Chief Minister, Uma Bharati — coming out of the Tirupati temple
on Dec. 10, 2003, her head completely shaved, clad in Jcauisaree
— gave us a shock and made us think of the shape of the
things to come. India is fast becoming a Hindu Rashtra, a land
in which non-Hindus will have to live at the mercy of the upper
castes (Hindus). And drowned in superstition and idol worship.
The non-Hindus, according to these Hindu heroes, are only
Muslims and Christians. The last, just 2.5% of our population,
have already surrendered to Hindus. The u p p e r caste
Christians controlling the church have thrown their lot with
their ruling cousins.
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That leaves only the Muslims (15%). The current Hindu nazi
violent bulldozing drive will mainly affect them. The microminority elites among Muslims are eager to embrace the
Hindus but the toiling Muslim masses, whom the Hindus hate
so intensely, are putting the break.
Karnataka as next target
Muslims will face more horrible days and we will not be
surprised if the Gujarat Genocide -2002 is repeated. May be
in Karnataka, being a soft target.
This is the horror picture we get of India as we see the hated
Lodha "low caste" woman made CM of MP, emerging out of
the Tirupati temple.
Every upper caste heart is in America and their language is
English. They talk swadeshi but drink videshl Uma Bharati,
a stupid BC puppet in the hands of Hindus, represents this
serious contradiction in the Hindu society. This contradiction
is deliberately maintained to fool the bloody fools and keep
them as their permanent, unthinking slaves. Uma Bharati
herself is one such slave, enjoying her slavery.
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Biting dog
Brahminism treats even the Brahmin woman as a doormat.
The Laws of Manu apply equally to the Brahmin woman also.
When this is the position of a Brahmin woman, what about
this pig-rearing jati woman, almost an Untouchable?
It only goes to show that the Brahminical rulers are prepared
to make any compromise to see t h a t Brahminism reigns
supreme. Such a compromise may bend or break India. They
don't care. As long as the vaidiks are on the top, they don't
care what happens to India.
Kalyan Singh, Uma Bharati' sjatwala CM in UP, was once used
to demolish Babri Masjid and then kicked out unceremoniously.
Uma Bharati will get worse treatment the moment she ceases
to be the barking dog if not the biting dog of Brahminism.
Our people learn no lessons from history because the S C /
ST/BCs — the three non-Hindu "lower castes" — are kept in
grinding poverty so that they may remain illiterate, ignorant
and unthinking morons. And such morons are made more
gullible and more funky by painfully subjecting them to
Hindutva mind-manipulation. All sorts of entertainment,
Hindu religious dopes, drinks and drugs are supplied to make
them good Hindu, meaning good slave.
Essence of

Hindutva

Once these innocent SC/ST/BCs are made perfect monkeys,
then the next stage begins — that is to instigate them against
Muslims. The job is done.
This is the quintessence of Hindutva. It is so simple. The theory
is as old as the Ramayan and Mahabharat Centuries of hard
work, sacrifice, systematic mind-manipulation have gone into
hinduising (enslaving) the non-Hindu SC/ST/BCs. This fact
has to be admitted and admired.
The latest victory of the Hindu nazi party in MP, Rajasthan,
Chhattisgarh is the result of such a well-organised Hindu nazi
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mind-manipulation exercise. Vaidik Vajpayee may say that
his party victory is due to its "development work". Bullshit.
The hindusation of the cowbelt is complete.

Mischievous Left parties
Voting analysis of all the Assembly elections has shown that
the upper castes (Hindus) have solidly voted for their Hindu
nazi party. But the SC/ST/BCs and Muslims, victims of Hindus,
have favoured the Congress, the original Brahminical party of
India. But the voting pattern shows that there has been some
swing of the SC/ST/BCs from the Congress to the Brahmana
Jati Party (BJP). This is due to the reckless hinduisation
(enslavement) of these three non-Hindu communities.
The Congress and other parties including our mischievous
Left parties did nothing to check this drift. What is the point
in weeping today?
.
This is the trick of the trade. And every political party being
Hindu in essence is silently in sympathy with their cousins in
the BJP.
We have said this over a hundred times. We are tired of
repeating it. The "educated" among the SC/ST/BCs are not
ready to understand what we say. The uneducated SC/ST/
BCs do understand but we can't reach them. This is our
tragedy. And we are deeply worried about this.
Muslim indifference
But what is much more worrying is the indifference of the
Muslims to their impending gloom and doom. [See the following
article p. 8).
The Hindu wave that has swept the cowbelt clean is bound to
sweep the saner South India also. This is our fear.
Since the Muslims are considered the uncompromising enemy
of Hindu nazis, they will be the first and the only target of the
violent fury. That means they have to get ready for a second
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but more gory Gujarat Genocide which converted Hindutva
into Moditva. Karnataka, under an upper caste S.M. Krishna,
a showboy Chief Minister, may be chosen as the soft target.
(DV March 16, 2002 p.7:"Decline ofa showboy Chief Minister").
TN, AP & Kerala
The Bangalore Papatti h a s already ensured hinduisation of
Tamil Nadu, the purest Dravidian state of India. Even without
joining the coalition, she is a trusted ally. The other fake
Dravidian, the "Cut Throat, is on the death bed. The TN road
is smooth. Andhra's Chandrababu Naidu is already a part of
the Hindu nazi gangsterism.
The Nair-slave Ambalvasi Karunakaran is being encouraged
to break the Congress party in Kerala. He may not succeed
immediately. But the fisher-woman, Mata Amritananda Mayi,
is already there assuring entire coastal belt to play football
with the lives of Muslims. The Syrian Christians are happier
already with their cousins in the nazi camp. A.K. Antony is a
Syrian . When the Nairs and Syrians tilt towards the nazis,
Ezhavas will not be far behind. Dalits of Kerala, nobody
bothers. Whether it is a marxist rule or Congress rule, Kerala
h a s been always pro-Hindu despite the heavy presence (25%)
of Muslims. This is because Kerala is the land of Adi Shankara.
Sharad Pawar mischief
Maharashtra is plunged in stamp paper scam and the Shiv
Sena, the younger brother of Hindu nazi party, will manage
the show. The Maratha strongman, Sharad Pawar, is already
flirting with the nazi forces. Dalits are badly divided and their
leadership can be purchased. With Kanshi Ram ill and
Mayawati mangled in criminal cases, Bahujan Samaj Party is
in disarray. Yadava leader Mulayam Singh, already a good
Hindu, is fully secured. UP's Nawabi Muslims are liked by the
nazis. They can be managed.
The only problem is Bihar's Laloo, the most formidable foe of
Hindu nazis. He can be tackled at the right moment, depending
5

on the situation. Because the false criminal cases against him
are still alive. CBI is kept ready to pounce upon him. The
judiciary is obliging.
The Hindu nazis have full hope in the vaidiks and other upper
castes inside Sonia Gandhi's Congress Party, the original
Brahminical party of India. These Hindu nazi agents within
the Congress will not allow the Congress Party to take a strong
an^i-Hindutua electoral line.
How to kill the monster
The defeated MP Chief Minister, Digvijay Singh, is a Thakur
(Kshatriya), ranking next only to the Brahmin. His caste status
will not allow him to launch an all-out war against Hindutva.
He fell because of this "soft Hindutva" line.
Hindutva, which is the other name for Brahminism, cannot
be finished in a half-hearted battle. Aim the gun at the head
and fire. In one shot, the monster has to be killed. There is no
other way.
Sonia's Congress will be able to check the Hindu nazi surge
only if it launches an all-out, no-holds-barred assault on
Hindutva as propagated by Dr. Ambedkar, Periyar, Mahatma
Phule etc. Any compromise will only help the nazis.
Italian origin
Sonia, who has the backing of the SC/ST/BCs and Muslims
— as the Assembly voting pattern has revealed — will not be
allowed by the Hindu leaders surrounding her to take such
an all-out, no-holds-barred anti-Hindutva stand. If she is
determined to fight the monster and save the country then
she has to first eliminate the vaidiks and other nazi elements
in her top leadership.
Does she have that courage? She is too young, too immatured
and too weak to take such a tough stand. Her knowledge of
the Indian social structure is not deep enough. Pro-Hindu
nazi elements in her party are already conspiring by raising
6

her "Italian origin". But the masses of India are not bothered
abut her origin. All these dangers are there. Besides, the nazis
are ruling in Delhi and hence have all the advantages. F u n d s
they have in plenty. Media is already their own. The latest is
the entry of sting operators. The Pramod Mahajans and the
Arun Jetleys can launch a Tehelka-type operation to discredit
anybody, anytime. Dangerous days are ahead.
Whichever way we look, we see the saffron.
People get the govt, they deserve. People get the leaders they
deserve. If the country wants to commit suicide, how can we
prevent it? Four years back did we not predict "Sunset on the
Dalit world?" (DV Edit March 16, 2000). Our prediction is
coming true.
Non-Brahmin gang-up under Advani
No doubt, it is all-round darkness. But amid this darkness
t h e r e is a silver lining. O u r only hope is in t h e c a s t e
contradictions (conflicts) playing havoc within the nazi party.
(DV Edit Oct. 16, 2003: "Caste war within BJP hots up: All-out
vaidik bid to block Advani's rise"). Non-Brahmins under the
leadership of Advani are ganging u p against Vajpayee. Every
state and district unit of BJP is a house divided.
Let the nazis go on "uniting" people showing the mirage of
Hindutva b u t we can undo everything if we go on dividing
them on caste lines. Caste mantra kills Hindu tantra. Caste
(identity) is our greatest hope. The mantra of caste will kill the
tantra of casteism (Hinduism).
"Caste identity" is our trump-card. But this needs lot of study
and deep knowledge of Indian society. DV h a s produced
enormous literature on this subject. This is what we meant
when we said: Aim the gun (caste) at the head and fire. The
monster will fall dead. We have kept the weapon ready. If only
our people learn how to use the weapon, precision-perfect,
success is assured.
•
[Dalit Voice Editorial January 1, 2004).
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Hindu nazi surge will force Muslim masses
to overthrow leadership
Earlier M.K. G a n d h i a n d h i s C o n g r e s s , t h e original
Brahminical party of India, deceived us in the name of swarqj.
And now Gandhi's children are ditching u s in the name of
Hindutva.
The Hindu nazi party led by Vaidik Vajpayee is the child of
the Congress. Both belong to the same caste and class led by
the choicest vaidiks.
The difference is the Congress is led by the more dangerous
"Socialist Brahmins" who pretend to be brothers of Dalits and
Muslims but give them slow poison. But the Hindu nazis are
straight-forward. They are made of better and more honest
stuff. The party of "Sacred Brahmins" do not make any such
pretensions. They are frank and forthright in denouncing the
Muslims as anti-national and hence fit to be finished. Between
the two devils, we prefer the latter. Because an honest enemy
is any day better than a dishonest friend. (V.T. Rajshekar:
Dialogue of the Bhoodevatas, DSA-1993).
Policy on Dalits
The Congress deceived the Muslims but today the same
Muslims are able to identify their enemy and declare a war
against the Hindu nazi party of BJP.
The Brahmana Jati Party (BJP) is only a slight improvement
compared to the Congress. But as regards the Dalits (20%),
Tribals (10%) and Backward Castes (35%), there is no
difference between the BJP and Congress policies. The war is
declared only against Muslims. The Muslims form only 15%
of the population and they are mostly an urban community.
They have only pockets of influence. The BJP can still sweep
the election without the Muslim votes.
But that is not the case with Dalits. They are spread all over
India — both urban and rural — and have a big strength of
8

population. BCs are no problem to nazis because they are a
highly confused lot.
Dalits hated more than Muslims
We have repeatedly said that the vaidiks and other upper caste
(Hindu) camp-followers hate the Dalits much more than the
Muslims. Nay. The upper castes do not hate Muslims so much.
They also know the Muslims cannot be enslaved like the Dalits.
But they hate Dalits from the bottom of their hearts. It is a
centuries-old pathological hatred. The divide between the
Hindus and Dalits is total and unbridgeable.
But the Hindus cannot show their hatred openly for electoral
reasons — though they have done everything to keep the Dalits
as slaves. Their trick is to keep the Dalits poverty-stricken,
hence illiterate and then "love" them by hinduising them.
Hinduising the Dalits is the other word for keeping them
enslaved and then instigating these innocent people against
Dalits.
Gandhi's love for Harijans was the beginning of the hinduising
process. (Read Dr. Ambedkar's book, What Gandhi & Congress
have done to Untouchables, W&S, Vol.9, Maharashtra Govt.,
1990).
The more honest Hindu nazi party struck off Muslims from
the list of lovers and with the help of their Brahminical media
m a d e M u s l i m s a s t h e m o s t h a t e d p e o p l e . And t h e n
compensated the Muslim deletion by stepping up their "love"
for Dalits and Tribals. The latest Assembly election results
indicate a big swing in the S C / S T voting from the Congress to
BJP. Their "love" for S C / S T / B C s is to convert these three nonHindu communities into good, loyal Hindus (meaning slaves)
by injecting a strong anti-Muslim hatred. The injection
produced miraculous results when the Dalits took the leading
part in Babri Masjid demolition (1992) and again in the Gujarat
Genocide - 2002. All anti-Muslim riots are planned by the
upper caste Hindu nazis b u t carried out mainly by the Dalits.
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The two principal victims of Hindu nazis are therefore, Dalits
and Muslims.
Muslim poverty of thinking
Why the Muslims, belonging to a revolutionary religion which
has given every guidance to the Muslim from his birth to death,
have allowed particularly the Dalits to become victims of Hindu
nazis? We have confronted the Muslim leadership with this
question at innumerable meetings but we are not getting the
satisfactory answer. At some meetings, they admit their failure
but are not taking corrective steps.
So, we hold the Muslims primarily responsible for the spread
of Hindu nazi hate poison. Since we have explained this point
innumerable time, we don't want to repeat it here.
Muslims have the right religious instructions to remove the
Hindu poison. But the Muslim leadership deceived their own
masses under the pretext that being Muslims they cannot
interfere in the affairs of Hindus. The poverty in their thinking
is so appalling that they mistake Dalits, victims of Hinduism,
to be Hindu. They are now paying heavily for this mistake.
Nazis exploit Muslim ignorance
Muslims and Dalits have the same (Hindu nazi) common
enemy. Besides, Muslims are mostly converts from SC/ST/
BCs. Hence Muslims are our blood brothers. Both live together.
Both are beef-eaters (Dr. Ram Nath: Dalit-Muslim Unity, Why
&How?, DSA-1995).
Besides, the Muslims are a powerful community which ruled
this country for 800 years. Despite all such great qualifications
and a 25-year-long education through Dalit Voice and our
DSA books the Muslims have refused to learn.
So much so, today they have become the chief victims of
allowing the SC/ST/BCs to be hinduised. They have also
become the sole victims of this violent hinduisation drive. More
violence will follow.
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The problem with the Muslims is their lack of knowledge of
Indian social structure, its caste system. They think SC/ST/
BCs are all Hindu. This ignorance is exploited by the Hindu
nazis. Even after so much of damage, we see no signs of
Muslims correcting themselves. (V.T. Rajshekar: Muslims &
Mustadafeen, DSA-2003).
We don't want to deal with the Christians. Not because it is
too small a community (2.5%) though possessing enormous
influence. We have no hope in the church fighting Hindu
nazism because the entire church leadership is with the
Brahminised Christian leadership. (DV Dec. 16, 2003 p.6:
"Church must stop talking of Dalits").
After the Muslims, we hold the "educated" Dalits responsible
for today's situation. Among the SC/ST/BCs, the first one,
the Dalits, are the leaders of revolution.
As children of Dr. Ambedkar who has left every weapon to
fight for their liberation, they produced hundreds of educated
people, occupying fairly good positions but, with minor
exceptions, they all forgot the community service. Not only
that. They got hinduised and allowed their community to
become the fighting force of the Hindu nazi army.
Accused No.l & Accused No.2
The Dalit leadership particularly the "educated" and employed
Dalits failed to study and act upon Dr. Ambedkar's thoughts.
We are not blaming the Congress which is the "A" team of the
Brahminical Social Order. BSO is doing its duty very well.
SC/ST/BCs and Muslims were no better under the Congress.
And no worse under the Hindu nazi rule.
*

So, there is no point in criticising the Congress. The Left parties
are more dangerous. Other political parties are also Hindu in
content. The only exception is the Bahujan Samaj Party.
To us, the Muslim leadership is the accused the No. 1 and the
Dalit leadership accused No.2
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Both sets of leaders are in no mood to change because both
have been corrupted and co-opted to the core.
But we have a b u n d a n t confidence in the Muslim masses and
the innocent Dalit masses.
Our problem is how to get at them. We do not know their
language. Distance is another problem. BSP being a political
party bypassed the "educated" Dalits and went straight to the
masses. This is the advantage of a political party.
Problem facing DV
Since ours is a socio-cultural movement — the first of Dr.
Ambedkar's famous "Three c o m m a n d m e n t s " — we face
innumerable hurdles.
The Hindu nazis want to first finish the Muslims and then
come to Dalits. This is their strategy. It is in this crucial process
of "finishing" the Muslims we see full hope. The hope is in the
rise of a new revolutionary leadership among the Muslims.
Once this process begins, the rest will follow.
Hindu nazis are bound to become more aggressive. The new
nazi govt, in MP has banned cow slaughter and in Rajasthan
Vande Mataram singing is made compulsory. More dangerous
steps will follow. The Hindu nazis are like those monkeys given
a double-peg of brandy. They become uncontrollable.
Hence we welcome the Hindu nazi drive to bulldoze the
Muslims and thereby help the Muslim m a s s e s to rise in revolt
against their internal enemy. The revolution will begin only

then.

•
{Dalit Voice, J a n . l , 2004 p. 6)

Reprint of the Dalit Voice Editorial of Jan.l, 2004
and the article following it.
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